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Perspective 

Sometimes a little perspective is helpful. 

Last Wednesday, Diana and I took some 

time to join other city volunteers to call 

little kids as Santa and his elves. If you 

don’t have little ones around, you may 

have forgotten the excitement in their 

voices when they’re “talking to Santa.” We 

get so caught up in the legitimately 

important things we deal with every day – 

and will below in this newsletter, too – but 

I found this a much-needed reminder that getting overly absorbed in our adulthood 

can be unhealthy. 

 

There was the little girl who wanted to make sure I (Santa) had the right kind of 

cookie waiting on Christmas Eve. We negotiated a chocolate chip (with a side of 

milk). And there was the little guy who, when I asked him to make sure he didn’t hit 

his little sister, had to explain to me all the reasons she deserved it. Clearly didn’t 

understand the dynamic of presents vs. coals. And the parents who wanted my elf to 

stall for time until they got their video camera. 

Ann Charles 

Diana Amado 

Tucson First December 12, 2016 

Amy Stabler 

Steve Kozachik 
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Continued: A Message From Steve 

Ward 6 Office 
791-4601 

 
Tucson Police 
Department 

911 or nonemergency 
791-6813 

 

Water Issues 
791-3242/800-598-9449 
Emergency: 791-4133 

 

Street Maintenance 
791-3154 

 
Graffiti Removal 

792-2489  
 

Abandoned 
Shopping Carts  

791-3171 
 

Neighborhood 
Resources  
837-5013 

 

SunTran/SunLink 
792-9222 

TDD: 628-1565 
 

Environmental 
Services 
791-3171 

 
Park Tucson 

791-5071 
 

Planning and 
Development 

Services 791-5550 
 

Pima Animal Care 
Center 

724-5900 
 

Pima County Vector 
Control 

Cockroaches 724-3401 

Important 

Phone Numbers 

Tonight we’re going to visit Villa Maria to sing carols with the residents. We’ll do the 

same at Council House next week. Our hope is to bring a little joy into some lives. The 

importance of carving out time like that hit home when the little kids ended the phone 

calls by crying out “I love you, Santa!” Maybe scroll back up to this as you make your 

way through the newsletter – just to get refocused. 

 

And thanks to the TFD guys who responded so quickly and professionally 

when I had to call in a 911 health emergency on Sunday evening. One of the 

gentlemen using our Ward 6 Community Room for his group’s meeting 

needed assistance. The TFD crews arrived quickly, and ultimately transported 

him to Banner UMC. Job well done – thanks. 
 

Half-Staff 

Last week, I shared that one of the two officers shot in a domestic 

violence incident in Americus, Georgia was in critical condition. 

She passed away, so now the full story is that two more police 

officers were killed in yet another domestic violence call gone 

bad. The suspect was also found dead in his home by SWAT. 

 

The Associated Press and USA Today 

conducted a study on unintentional shootings 

of children. They found in 2015 there were 

141 deaths of minors attributed to accidents. 

That represents an 83% increase over the 

numbers published by the Centers for Disease 

Control. It needs to be said that the CDC is 

prevented by Congress from studying gun 

violence, so their data is fundamentally 

flawed. 

 

This week is the fourth anniversary of the 

Sandy Hook shootings. Those were not 

accidental shootings of youth. The shooter 

killed 20 kids between the ages of six and 

seven. He also killed six school staff 

members and his mother. We remember that 

and other shootings this week at St. Marks. 

 

Join us on Wednesday to remember the 

Sandy Hook kids and others who lost their lives due to gun violence. This is an inter-faith 

service – all are welcome. 

 

Here’s another outreach event related to Sandy Hook. This one is more broadly focused 

on getting action in Congress on background checks and other meaningful legislation. 

http://www.bing.com/images/search?q=images+of+flags+at+half+staff&id=0DD94CCAD014DCEAC76606A8B41B772A7D305E4F&FORM=IQFRBA
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The destination next Sunday is noteworthy, since 

Senator Flake committed to Representative Giffords 

that he’d support background check legislation, but 

the next day flipped and voted against it. There are 

some long memories on that one. This march is 

cosponsored by the Newtown Action Alliance and 

several gun violence prevention groups that work 

locally. One is “Grannies Gone Wild,” an active group 

of, well, grannies, who are committed to the cause of 

gun safety and smart legislation. 

 

 

Center for Community Dialogue Forum 

On Monday of last week, we had over 150 community 

members join together at Temple Emanu-El to talk 

about the recent election and where we go from here. 

First, I want to thank Rabbi Sam Cohon and his staff 

at the temple for hosting. They did a great job of setting up and were kind to make their 

space available. 

 

The format of the evening included a panel review of the election followed by small group 

break-out sessions. During the break-out portion, the community members in attendance 

shared their thoughts on not only what they expect (hope?) of themselves in terms of 

moving forward, but also what they want to see from leaders in the community. A full 

report-out will be sent to all elected officials, as well as anyone who requested to receive 

one from the Center. If you’d like to get a copy, email my office at Ward6@tucsonaz.gov 

and I’ll pass along the request. 

 

We heard some common themes during the small group report-out. Many people spoke in 

favor of seeing more grassroots involvement in community affairs. The operative word was 

participation. There was also interest in seeing the bipartisan format of the forum continue. 

People are worn down by ugly campaigns. They made clear their interest in seeing both 

sides tone down the rhetoric and moderate the tone of political discourse. No surprise there. 

Time will tell. 

 

In closing, I shared that opportunities to get involved exist all over the city. In Ward 6 

alone, we have 40 neighborhood associations, each of which would love a broader level of 

involvement. We have boards, committees, and commissions at the city level which meet 

regularly. All of their meetings are open to the public. All of our M&C meetings have calls 

to the audience. The same is true of TUSD board meetings and county-level meetings. 

Those are opportunities to make your thoughts known to the people who craft policy. 

 

There are ways you can plug in through the faith-based community. One, which meets here 

at the Ward 6 office each Sunday at 4:00 pm, is called Sacred Space. It’s a true inter-faith 

and inclusive group that practices contemplative teachings which are intended to lead to 

action. Join them and see if it’s where you might plug in. 

 

In these newsletters, I regularly include information about work we’re doing which always 

mailto:Ward6@tucsonaz.gov
https://www.tucsonaz.gov/clerks/boards
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holds an open invitation for you to get involved. Call or email if any of the topics you see 

in the newsletter strike you as something you’d like to touch. 

 

Taking to heart the feedback from the community, I’ve begun a dialogue on how to follow

-up on what we did last Monday. More to come on that – and of course it’ll be shared 

through the newsletter, and the local media to the extent I can get them involved. 

 

I opened the forum by quoting data from a survey conducted by the National Institute for 

Civil Discourse. They asked “some negative advertisements are so nasty I stop paying 

attention to what the candidates are saying.” Eighty-two percent of the respondents 

agreed. That survey was taken in 2012. Things haven’t gotten any more civil. The 

takeaway from Monday, and from that survey, is listen, hear, and tone it down so hearing 

is possible. 

 

For this week’s Local Tucson item, I’m inviting 

you to an inter-faith gathering coming this week at 

the Islamic Center of Tucson. This is a great 

follow-up to the forum we held last week. The 

theme is coming together and working for the greater good of the region. Many of us 

aren’t being defined by the nasty campaigns we just experienced, nor by much of the 

rhetoric we continue to hear. 

 

There will be several 

speakers sharing thoughts on 

the theme of unity. Nobody 

need give up their own core 

values in order to work 

alongside others who may 

believe differently. Come 

and join us on Thursday to 

help deliver that message – 

and to connect with like-

minded neighbors. 

 

Get Involved, Part 1 – 

Operation Deep Freeze 

It’s not hard or costly in 

terms of either time or money 

for you to get involved. 

Here’s another way you can 

do that. Last week, we were 

advised that FEMA will not 

be providing its annual 

shipment of blankets for our 

Operation Deep Freeze. It 

was diverted to other 

locations for disaster relief. 

We’re not expecting 
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replacements anytime soon. 

 

If you’d like to help fill that gap, please bring blankets by the Ward 6 Office. We’ll get 

them delivered to the service providers. Come by Monday through Friday during work 

hours, or email me and ask when we’ll be here in the evening (quite common) so we can 

make those arrangements. 

 

This is an example of grassroots involvement that will touch lives in a real and direct 

fashion. 

 

Get Involved, Part 2– Migrant Families 

Last month, the courts declared the conditions in certain Texas detention facilities for kids 

and migrant families inhumane and unacceptable. The Immigration and Customs 

Enforcement (ICE) folks are responding by releasing hundreds of families who were being 

detained. Many will arrive as early as this week in Tucson.  

 

I’ve been working with some local faith-based groups that will help transition these families 

through Tucson and onto their next destination. We need provisions – you’ve seen this 

before with respect to the Alitas House work in which we’re involved. The needs are for 

items you’d have if you were traveling across the country with kids: winter jackets for small 

women and kids, hooded sweatshirts, and warm sweaters; bus blankets and baby blankets; 

toys and games to keep the kids occupied; and personal hygiene items. 

 

If this is something in which you’d like to be involved, bring your contributions to the ward 

office and we’ll get them to the groups who are involved with ICE in this important work. 

 

Fake News 

During Monday’s forum, I also heard the public ask multiple times for the media to do its 

own fact-checking before stories are promoted as ‘news.’ Fake news has been quite 

prevalent in the past several months. Much of that is due to the way social media impacts 

how we connect with current affairs. 

 

Thanks to Sallie Seymour for sharing some reports that both expose the phenomenon and 

give pointers for how you can be a savvy reader and not be taken in by fake news reports. 

We saw just last week the way fake news can be the catalyst for potentially fatal reactions. 

In D.C., a guy responded to a pizzeria and fired his weapon inside the restaurant, all in his 

zeal to ‘self-investigate’ a phony conspiracy theory that was being floated around. 

Similarly, during the campaign we read inaccurate reports of the Pope endorsing Donald 

Trump, and we saw false investigations of the deaths of members of the Clinton family. 

Neither story was true. 

 

Melissa Zimdars is an Assistant Professor of Communication and Media at the Merrimack 

College in North Andover, Mass. She became concerned when many of her students were 

referencing what she believed to be questionable sources. In response, Melissa put together 

some common sense guidelines on how you might spot fake or sloppy reporting. 

1) Pay attention to the domain and URL. If you’re reading something produced by an 

established news organization, the domain will have a look you’ll likely be familiar 

with. When you see sites that have .com.co endings, be weary. Dig some more before 
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biting on the reporting. 

2) Read the "About Us" section. Most legitimate sites have a lot of information about the 

news outlet. If you’re suspicious, look for the “About Us” section. 

3) Look at the quotes in a story. Check out the quotes – or the lack of quotes – contained 

in the story. Most legitimate news publications have more than a single source quoted 

in a story. And if there are none – or just quotes expressing a single point of view – 

you’re likely reading an opinion piece, not fact based news. 

4) Look at who said them. And when you find the quotes, look to see who’s actually 

being quoted. If you’re not familiar with them, google the source to see if they’re 

reputable. 

 

Those are pretty basic, but we live in a time when social media seems to be controlling 

what’s considered to be ‘news.’ And we live in a time when too many people are ‘headline 

readers’ and assume what’s written only to draw your attention is actually reflective of 

either what’s written in the article or the truth. Those aren’t always the same, either. 

Following Melissa’s tips will help slow the flow of fake – or just lazy – reporting. 

 

Tucson’s Gun Disposal Lawsuits 

Yes, that’s plural. We’ve been dragged into the State Supreme Court by the Attorney 

General, and we’ve sued in Superior Court to have SB 1487 overturned. That’s the bill 

enacted last session by the legislature and signed into law by Ducey that effectively gives 

any legislator in Phoenix the ability to tie up taxpayer money by alleging a violation of 

state law. I’ve written before about the lack of due process and the blurring of separation of 

powers contained in SB 1487. This week I felt it was important to share our own ordinance 

– the one that allows the disposal of guns – which gave rise to all of this litigation. 

 

A part of fact-checking, or just good journalism, is reading the background material you’re 

reporting on. 

 

I’m certain not many people have taken the time to actually read what our property 

disposal ordinance says. Our local paper’s columnist Tim Stellar wrote an opinion piece 

last Wednesday (less than 24 hours after the state filed for special action in the Supreme 

Court) calling our ordinance ‘dumb’ and ‘absurd.’ When I challenged him on it, he 

admitted that he had not even read the full ordinance before coming to that conclusion.  

 

For him, and for you, here it is in full: 

 

Sec. 2-140. Disposition of property obtained by the police department.  

(a) Property received and taken into the custody of the police department's property and 

evidence unit, excluding property held as evidence or contraband, shall be retained for a 

minimum of thirty (30) calendar days from the date of receipt in an attempt to identify the 

owner of such property and notify the owner that such property is in the custody of the 

police department. The notice shall advise the owner that the property must be claimed by 

a specified date, which shall be no sooner than thirty (30) calendar days after the date of 

mailing. The notification to the owner shall be by regular mail to the last known address, 

as listed by either the Motor Vehicle Division of the Arizona Department of Transportation 

or police department records.  
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(b) Property with an estimated market value of over one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00) that 

is uniquely identifiable by means of serial numbers or markings, for which the name and the 

address of the owner are not known, shall have a notice of disposition posted in a 

publication of general circulation by the police department. Claimants shall have thirty (30) 

calendar days to respond to this notice with proof of ownership.  

 

(c) In the event a response is not received from the owner, or if the owner disclaims interest 

in or ownership of the property, or if the property has an estimated market value of under 

one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00) and the owner is unknown, the property shall be offered 

to the finder who delivered the property to the police department. The finder shall be 

notified by regular mail at the address provided by the finder. It shall be the responsibility 

of the owner or finder of the property to notify the police department of any address 

changes associated with the return of property.  

 

(d) If there is no finder and no one has come forward with a claim after thirty (30) calendar 

days, or if the finder fails to respond to the notification within thirty (30) calendar days 

from the date the notification is mailed, the property shall be considered forfeited and shall 

be disposed of as provided by Subsection (f).  

 

(e) The police department shall maintain appropriate property invoice records concerning 

all property received. The police department shall list all items of property indicating 

descriptive nomenclature, make or manufacturer, and serial number. In the absence of 

identifying criteria, an adequate description of the property shall suffice.  

 

(f) Property with an estimated value of twenty-five dollars ($25.00) or less shall be donated 

to a local charitable organization or disposed of. Property with a value of more than twenty

-five dollars ($25.00) shall be delivered to the director of procurement for disposition in 

accordance with Tucson Code sections 28-70 and 28-71. The chief of police shall issue 

regulations implementing the disposition of property required by this article. Such 

regulation shall include the method of value appraisal, choice of charitable organizations, 

maintenance of property invoice records, and any other regulation that insures the integrity 

of property in the custody of the police department. Property delivered to the director of 

procurement shall be accompanied by a list of the items transferred, to include the 

corresponding invoice record number as indicated in subsection (e).  

(Ord. No. 10146, § 1, 4-19-05; Ord. No. 10934, § 1, 10-12-11)  

 

Sec. 2-141. Disposition of unclaimed money by the police department.  

(a) Following the completion of notification as specified in section 2-140, any money or 

currency remaining in the custody of the police department, except rare coins or currency 

of numismatic value covered in subsection (b) or otherwise needed for evidentiary purposes, 

shall be deposited with the city finance director. The deposit of such monies or currency 

with the city finance director shall pass the title of the monies or currency to the city.  

 

(b) Disposition of rare coins or currency of numismatic value shall be in accordance with 

section 2-140.  

(Ord. No. 10146, § 1, 4-19-05)  

 

Sec. 2-142. Disposition of unclaimed and forfeited firearms by the police department.  
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(a) Unless needed as evidence, and except as provided in subsection (b) of this section, 

after either forfeiture in accordance with section 2-140, forfeiture to the police 

department pursuant to a court order, or a determination that a firearm is contraband, 

the police department shall dispose of such firearm by destroying the firearm.  

 

(b) The police department may also dispose of any firearm after forfeiture by any of the 

following means:  

(1) Use any firearm for the police department's own purposes.  

(2) Lend or transfer any firearm to any local, state, or federal law enforcement 

agency, with expenses for keeping and transferring the firearm to be paid by the 

recipient. 

(3) Lend or transfer any firearm to a museum as part of its collection or to an 

educational institution for educational purposes.  

 

(c) For purposes of this section, "firearm" means any pistol, revolver, rifle, shotgun, or 

other weapon which will, or is designed to, or may readily be converted to, expel a 

projectile by the action of an explosive, including weapons in a permanently inoperable 

condition.  

(Ord. No. 10146, § 1, 4-19-05) 

 

Note that the thrust of the ordinance is the disposition of property. We have the authority 

under our Charter to dispose of property that comes into our possession. Yes, we destroy 

guns as a matter of right under our Charter in the same way that we take other property 

out of circulation. 

 

As I noted to the Star, the city is not eBay. We’ve had the same language related to 

disposal of guns in place for over a decade. It respects the desires of people who simply 

want a safe place to have their weapons taken out of circulation. It gives the police a way 

to get rid of weapons no longer needed as evidence. It’s consistent with how we dispose 

of other property. We are not in business to create a warehouse for unwanted guns or any 

other property that comes into our possession. As was noted in the opinion piece, the 

number of guns we’ve destroyed has a negligible effect on the number in circulation. His 

point was to demonstrate the impotence of our ordinance. However, he falsely assumed 

that the goal of the ordinance was to control the number of guns out in public. A brief 

reading of the ordinance puts the policy into its correct context. 

 

It’s clear the Attorney General hasn’t read the ordinance either. Otherwise it’s unlikely 

he’d have made the ridiculous points he did in his report. He claimed our policy is anti-

Second Amendment because if we were to sell all of the guns we take possession of back 

into circulation, it’d have a meaningful effect on the price of guns. More guns on the 

market means lower cost. Even Stellar understood the number we’re talking about 

wouldn’t have had any impact on market pricing. The same is true of Brnovich’s claim 

that if we sold all the guns we got back into circulation, the public would be safer. First, as 

was already noted, the number is negligible compared to the total number of guns already 

out on the streets. And second, the notion that more guns equal a safer community is 

certainly not axiomatically true.  

 

This language is from the state statute that they claim preempts what we do with guns: 
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ARS 13-3105 - A. On the conviction of any person for a violation of any felony in this state 

in which a deadly weapon, dangerous instrument or explosive was used, displayed or 

unlawfully possessed by the person, the court shall order the article forfeited and sold 

within one year after its forfeiture to any business that is authorized to receive and dispose 

of the article under federal and state law and that shall sell the article to the public 

according to federal and state law, unless the article is otherwise prohibited from being 

sold under federal and state law, in which case it shall be destroyed or otherwise properly 

disposed.  

 

Nothing in that language prevents the city from selling a gun to an out-of-state business that 

will dismantle the gun and sell its parts – or dismantle the gun to prevent an overabundance 

of cheap weapons out on the market that will compete with sales of new weapons. And the 

state seems to reserve the right to destroy a gun, even though it has another statute that 

prohibits it. I hate to point out holes in their own laws, but if we’re headed to court, we 

might as well lay it out there. Not only are they relying on an unconstitutional law to get us 

to court, their own preemption justification is internally flawed. 

 

Some of the gun guys are saying we’ve been 

looking for a way to get the state to sue us. 

The fact is that the ordinance that gives us the 

right to destroy a gun has been on the books 

since 2005. We didn’t have any reason to take 

it off the books until they sued. Truth be 

known, the state is the moving party on this 

nonsense. Therefore it’s the state that’s 

wasting your money to make the point that it 

has a visceral disdain for self-determination at 

the local level. 

 

The guy who brought all this forward says his concern is over our fiscal wellbeing. If we 

sold the guns, we’d have more money in our general fund. If commerce was truly his 

concern, he’d have targeted our entire property disposal ordinance, not just one component 

of it relating to guns. And if his concern was over our finances, he’d have voted against 

taking our HURF funding and our LTAF funding; against the change in tax law the state 

imposed on the county (over which the county just prevailed in court); and against the 

changes the state adopted to the way our sales taxes are collected, which is guaranteed to 

cost us money. 

 

Off to court. We’ll get SB 1487 overturned. Hopefully something other than gross ideology 

as it relates to the Phoenix gun fetish will guide the discussion related to our local control 

and to our local ordinance. 

 

While we’re wrestling through the legal battle, we’ve voluntarily decided to put our policy 

of destroying guns on hold. We’ll still collect them in all of the ways we currently do, but in 

order to show the Supreme Court that they have no urgency to act – just let the Superior 

Court rule on the constitutionality of SB 1487 – we’ve chosen to show them the good faith 

that no guns are suffering any harm while this is being argued. And no state legislator need 
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lose sleep over the loss of an otherwise unwanted gun while we wait to have their law 

overturned. 

 

Water Conservation  

I write about water conservation pretty regularly under the belief that repetition will help 

people build the habit into their lives. This week is a little different. I’m sharing some 

information that Tucson Water presented to the Citizen’s Water Advisory Committee 

related to swimming pools. Specifically, what are the real costs associated with having a 

backyard swimming pool, and would offering financial incentives to people to remove 

their pools be a wise use of Tucson Water’s resources? 

 

I’ll work from the answer back to the reasoning. No, from the standpoint of water loss, 

Tucson Water has better ways to invest our dollars to encourage conservation than to give 

removal rebates to swimming pool owners. But that doesn’t mean that people might not 

be making a smart financial and environmental decision on their own if they decide to 

take out their pools. 

 

     No issues here.   

 

And I’d be the first to concede that having a neighbor who is 

willing to foot the cost and effort of maintaining a backyard 

pool is sometimes nice to have nearby. But that neighbor may 

be interested in considering this graph: 

As you can see, the main costs associated with the pool are maintenance, electricity, and 

chemicals. The water component is relatively small. 

 

We hired a consultant who was formerly at the UA to study swimming pools and factors 
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such as the amount of water they use and the other costs involved with having one. The 

average annual costs for having a pool range from about $1,000 up to just under $4,000. 

Depending on the size and what you want to do with the decking, etc., it costs anywhere 

from a couple thousand dollars up to just under $10K to remove one and do the infill.  

Given those numbers, it only takes a couple of years for a homeowner to recoup the cost of 

removing the pool. With such a quick payout, it doesn’t make sense for Tucson Water to 

offer a rebate to people who are doing it. But it may very well make both financial and 

environmental sense for the homeowner to choose that path independently. 

 

I found it interesting that many pools are left empty for up to a couple of years before 

they’re removed. That’s a potential personal liability – and that’s no benefit to the family 

(or neighbors like me). 

 

I share this because, as we enter winter, most people will just be paying for their pools 

without getting any use out of them. It might be worth looking at what you’re paying and 

asking the family whether it’s time to remove it, save some money, and save some water at 

the same time. 

 

Adaptive Reuse Program 

Broadway Village is an example of a center 

that has multiple small, and in some cases 

vacant, retail spaces that are of historic value 

and will be of economic value when they’re 

reoccupied. We’re seeing that with the 

Natural Grocers, Bisbee Breakfast Club, 

Sidecar, and Falora. Each of those could have 

benefited from the adaptive reuse incentives 

we just adopted. Now many of the businesses 

waiting for investment along Broadway – and in other areas of town – will be able to take 

advantage of the incentives we just adopted. 

 

I say “in other areas of town.” Here is the approximate number of qualifying parcels in each 

ward based on the criteria we just put into place. 
 

Ward 1- 

Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967= 843 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 1,947 

  

Ward 2- 

Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967 = 197 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 6,969 

  

Ward 3- 

Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967 = 2,321 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 5,583 

  

Ward 4- 
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Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967 = 110 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 2,152 

  

Ward 5- 

Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967 = 1,496 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 2,459  

  

Ward 6- 

Total parcels in eligible zones built before 1967 = 2,975 

Total parcels in eligible zones built between 1967-1986 = 2,492 

 

In order to qualify, a building must be at least 50 years old, or 30 years old and vacant for 

a minimum of 30 months. Each of us who spoke on this item encouraged staff to be as 

aggressive as possible, within the constraints of the Gift Clause, to activate these potential 

small local retail spaces. 

 

Some of the incentives include a relaxation on parking requirements, some permit fee 

waivers, and consideration of zoning requirements that may help reactivate buildings in 

ways that are contextually appropriate. 

 

We adopted this as a pilot program, but I don’t think anyone on the M&C has in mind 

sunsetting it after a year. More to the point, we’ll be looking at how successful it is and 

trying to craft improvements. We’ve already built some ‘lessons learned’ from Phoenix 

into our program, which has had something similar on the books since 2008. No need for 

us to reinvent the wheel. We can build on their mistakes in a positive manner. 

 

In order to get this program off and running, we’ve assigned a direct point of contact in 

our planning department. If you’d like more information on how to adaptively reuse a 

space you have in mind, or if you’d like to see some examples along the Sunshine Mile or 

in other areas of town, contact Ryan Anderson at ryan.anderson@tucsonaz.gov. Coupled 

with the Rio Nuevo involvement in the Broadway revitalization, this will be a very 

important tool. 

 

Rio Nuevo and Broadway 

Last week, we voted to have the City Manager and Mayor (our representatives on the 

RTA Regional Council) advise that body of our intent to revise the April 19th Resolution 

that put into place a 180-day mandatory demolition of any building we acquire within the 

new right of way. With Rio Nuevo expressing an interest in at least considering 

purchasing and rehabilitating buildings along the Sunshine Mile, unless there’s a public 

health and safety issue, we shouldn’t be in any hurry to take down structures that may 

provide us tax benefits if they can be repurposed. 

 

Look back at the last line of the previous item. “A very important tool.” Some confused 

the involvement of Rio Nuevo in the Broadway project with a tactic to delay it. Having 

Rio involved is every bit as much a tool as the adaptive reuse policies we just adopted. 

Rio will be an important partner on Broadway. The concerns raised were without basis. 

This is not a ‘tactic’ to stall the project. It allows our partner to use the adaptive reuse tool 

mailto:ryan.anderson@tucsonaz.gov
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we have in place, plus other overlay options we still may implement, to preserve the 

building stock along Broadway. 

 

Also Broadway-related, the project team is still moving forward with the preparation of 

60% construction documents. This flowchart shows the process that will be followed as that 

work continues. 

Note the “public input” commitment shown on the left-hand side of the diagram. Public 

open houses were used to facilitate that ‘input’ prior to 30%. Staff now advises me that they 

don’t plan any open houses to allow for more of that until after 60% is complete. They 

welcome comments through the project website. 

 

I’ve shared with staff that it’s rather tough to comment on something one hasn’t seen. I 

gather there’s a review going on right now related to the issue of keeping ‘our’ word on how 

and when we’ll seek input from the people who are paying for the project. As I said in an 

email to the project team, there’s a difference between allowing for input and informing the 

public what we designed. More to come. 

 

Some of the other common themes that came out of the forum we held last Monday were 
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the desire for transparency, legitimate opportunities for the public to engage, and having 

the government listen to the people. Both the city and the RTA are building a set of facts 

for people to reflect on when we ask voters for consideration later on. 

 

Traffic Safety 

In our first study session in January, we’ll review what should be a final draft of our 

proposed hands-free mobile device ordinance. Until last week, the intent was for the 

region to work in concert on this so we’ll have a common set of policies. Evidently, Oro 

Valley felt it was more important to be first than to work with the rest of the region. They 

passed a hands-free ordinance last week with a 30-day implementation period.  

 

One of the important pieces of what we’re talking about is an education period. That is, 

adopt the language, but give a grace period for implementation so people can become 

educated about the new law. Even though Oro Valley decided to go it alone and ignore 

that grace period in its own ordinance, I’ll still be pushing for it. 

 

During our study session on dropping the speed limits on Bike Boulevards, I made the 

point that UAPD and TPD regularly hold traffic awareness operations during which 

education is exactly the goal. They had two of them in November. In areas both within 

and bordering campus, the police targeted intersections for enforcement of ped/bike/car 

violations, with the goal of making ours a safer community. Here’s the data on those two 

operations: 

 

Wednesday, Nov. 16, 

7-10 a.m. 

 

Wednesday, Nov. 30, 

7-10 a.m. 

 

Locations: Speedway 

Boulevard/Park 

Avenue and Speedway 

Boulevard/Mountain 

Avenue 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As you can see, this wasn’t a ticket-writing campaign. We’ll do the same with the hands-

free ordinance when it has finally been adopted. That was the regional goal when we 

began talking about doing this. 

 

2nd Nova Home Loans Arizona Bowl 

I’ll close with this. The matchup has been set for the 2nd Nova Home Loans Arizona 
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Bowl. This year we’ll have Air Force play South 

Alabama. The game will be on Friday, December 30th 

with a 3:30 pm kickoff. Given our proximity to DM, 

we’re all hoping for a big crowd.  

 

Use this link to gather more information on the game, 

and also to order your tickets: http://bit.ly/2gcO51c. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Steve Kozachik 

Council Member, Ward 6 

Ward6@tucsonaz.gov 

 

 

 

Events and Entertainment 
 

Additional Blanket Drive Drop-Off Locations 

Donated blankets and sleeping bags can be dropped off at the following locations: 

Tucson City Council Offices, 9 am – 4 pm Monday through Friday 

Ward 1, 940 W. Alameda Street, (520) 791-4040 

Ward 2, 7575 E. Speedway Boulevard, (520) 791-4687 

Ward 3, 1510 E. Grant Road, (520) 791-4711. Up to 500 blankets at a time.  

Contact Brianda Torres at 837-4225 to arrange after-hours drop-off. 

Ward 4, 8123 E. Poinciana Drive, (520) 791-3199  

Ward 5, 4300 S. Park Avenue, (520) 791-4231 

Ward 6, 3202 E. 1st Street, (520) 791-4601 

Sacred Heart Church, 601 W. Ft. Lowell Road, Monday through Friday, 9 am – 5 pm. 

Enter west side of church property off Los Altos Avenue. Place blankets in corridor 

outside church. Contacts phone Jordan Francisco (520) 965-5795 and Carl Zawatsky 

(570) 406-5300.  

The Salvation Army Hospitality House, Monday through Friday, 9 am – 1 pm, 1002 

N. Main Avenue, (520) 622-5411  

La Frontera Center RAPP Team, 1101 E. Broadway Blvd., #130, Monday through 

Friday, 8 am – 4 pm, up to 100 blankets 

TPCH at CPI Care Coordination, 2502 N. Dodge Blvd., 8 am – 5 pm, up to 100 

blankets (Phone Settle Madden at 784-5328 if reception is not staffed.) 

 

Holiday Express with Santa at Historic Train Depot 

Saturday, December 17. 2016 | 12 pm – 4 pm 

Historic Train Depot, 414 N Tolle 

Write letters to the North Pole, watch the holiday movie, and take a photo with Santa in 

front of Locomotive 1673 and enjoy holiday music at the annual free family fun event held 

at the Southern Arizona Transportation Museum. tucsonhistoricdepot.org  

http://bit.ly/2gcO51c
mailto:Ward6@tucsonaz.gov
http://tucsonhistoricdepot.org/
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Ongoing 
 

Tucson Botanical Gardens, 2150 N Alvernon Way | www.tucsonbotanical.org 

“Frida Kahlo: Art, Garden, Life” Exhibit, October 10, 2016 – May 31, 2017 

 

Southern Arizona Transportation Museum, 414 N Toole Ave | 

www.tucsonhistoricdepot.org  

 

UA Mineral Museum, 1601 E University Blvd | www.uamineralmuseum.org 

 

Jewish History Museum, 564 S Stone Ave | www.jewishhistorymuseum.org 

 

Fox Theatre, 17 W Congress St | www.FoxTucsonTheatre.org 

 

Hotel Congress, 311 E Congress St | hotelcongress.com 

 

Loft Cinema, 3233 E Speedway Blvd | www.loftcinema.com 
 

Rialto Theatre, 318 E Congress St | www.rialtotheatre.com 

 

Arizona State Museum, 1013 E University Blvd | www.statemuseum.arizona.edu 

 

Arizona Theater Company, 330 S Scott Ave | www.arizonatheatre.org 

 

The Rogue Theatre, The Historic Y, 300 E University Blvd | www.theroguetheatre.org 

 

Tucson Museum of Art, 140 N Main Ave | www.TucsonMusuemofArt.org 

 

Tucson Convention Center, 260 S Church St | tucsonconventioncenter.com  

 

Meet Me at Maynards, 311 E Congress St | www.MeetMeatMaynards.com 

A social walk/run through the Downtown area. Every Monday, rain or shine, holidays too! 

Check-in begins at 5:15pm. 

 

Mission Garden, 929 W Mission Ln | www.tucsonbirthplace.org  

A living agricultural museum and ethnobotanical garden at the site of Tucson's Birthplace 

(the foot of "A-Mountain"). For guided tours call 520-777-9270. 

 

Children's Museum Tucson, 200 S 6th Ave | www.childernsmuseumtucson.org 

http://www.tucsonbotanical.org
http://www.tucsonhistoricdepot.org
http://www.uamineralmuseum.org
http://www.jewishhistorymuseum.org
http://www.FoxTucsonTheatre.org
http://hotelcongress.com
http://www.loftcinema.com
http://www.rialtotheatre.com/
http://www.statemuseum.arizona.edu
http://www.arizonatheatre.org/
http://www.theroguetheatre.org
http://www.TucsonMusuemofArt.org
http://tucsonconventioncenter.com/event-calendar/
file:///C:/Users/mthrash1/AppData/Local/Temp/XPgrpwise/www.MeetMeatMaynards.com
http://www.tucsonbirthplace.org
tel:5207779270
http://www.childernsmuseumtucson.org

